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Abstract: Strongly confined surface waves can be achieved on periodically structured metal
surfaces and are known as spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). In this work, several terahertz
SPP devices based on curved waveguides are demonstrated. The transmittance and bending loss
of 90-degree curved spoof SPP waveguides with a radius of curvature ranging from 200 to 2300
µm are investigated to identify the regime for high transmission. A commutator is designed
and experimentally demonstrated. Furthermore, coupling equations are derived and verified for
efficient coupling between bend-straight waveguides and between bend-bend waveguides. The
results will be of great value for future integrated terahertz plasmonic systems.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are localized surface waves propagating along a metaldielectric interface with exponential decay in both directions perpendicular to the interface [1–3].
In the microwave and terahertz (THz) regimes, high confinement of SPPs at flat metal surfaces
cannot be achieved due to the fact that metals behave close to perfect conductors [4,5]. Ever since
Pendry et al. proposed that perforated conducting surfaces can support confined electromagnetic
waves, which are called spoof SPPs [6–8], various structures have been reported to support
spoof SPP modes in the low frequency range, such as holes in a metal plane [9,10], pillars on a
metal surface [11,12], and structured thin metallic strips [13–17]. Among the proposed spoof
SPP waveguides, various groove or pillar structures providing high field confinement have been
proposed [18–22] and demonstrated by near field detection techniques in THz regime [23,24].
Meanwhile, different spoof SPP functional devices such as amplifiers, wavelength filters, and
sharp bends, have also been reported [25–30]. Nevertheless, it is still a great challenge to design
and realize compact, low bending loss and high-precision THz integrated circuits, and this is
further complicated by the fact that any practical integrated system may have curved connecting
sections.
Bending losses have been studied experimentally in photonic crystals [31–33], silicon [34],
silicon-on-insulators [35], and plasmonic nanowire waveguides [36]. Theoretical analyses for
V-shaped grooves [19], metallic wedges [37], and metallic pillars with dielectric cladding [38]
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have also been conducted. In addition, couplings between parallel waveguides [39–41] as well as
between nonparallel waveguides [42–45] have been studied. However, directly quantifying the
bending losses of curved THz spoof SPPs in the near field still remains challenging. Furthermore,
to our knowledge, none of the previous works has studied the coupling between curved spoof
SPP waveguides, which can reveal important features of power exchange between them and is
thereby of considerable interest for practical applications.
In this paper, we report on the design and actualization of several THz plasmonic devices
based on 90-degree curved spoof SPP waveguides that are composed of periodic metallic
rectangular pillars. The structure is similar to the domino-shaped waveguides in [24], where
the guiding properties of straight waveguides and a variety of devices such as S-bend, Y-splitter,
and directional couplers are reported. However, as stated above, the bending loss and coupling
properties of curve SPP waveguides are the focus of this work. Hence, the transmittance and
bending loss of such 90-degree waveguide bends as a function of the radius of curvature are
first characterized. Based on this, a commutator is designed and fabricated. The commutator is
demonstrated to accomplish wave transmittance successfully with a fiber-optic scanning near-field
terahertz microscopy (SNTM) system [46]. In addition, coupling equations for bend-straight
waveguides and bend-bend waveguides are derived and validated. The results can help to optimize
the spacing and radii of the two waveguides, and thus control the output power ratio between
them, which is instructive for developing more robust and complex THz functional plasmonic
devices.
2.

Results and discussions

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the waveguide structure with a row of periodic metal pillars
standing on a metal surface and resembling a chain of domino pieces [22,24]. The properties
of its guided modes are mainly determined by the geometric parameters defining the domino
structure, i.e., pillar width w, length l, height h, and period p, as shown in the lower right inset of
Fig. 1(a). Here, we choose the parameters as w = 120 µm, l = 50 µm, h = 80 µm, and p = 100 µm.

Fig. 1. Structure and dispersion relation. (a) Schematic diagram and geometric parameters
of the structure (the red arrow depicts the propagation direction of SPPs). The lower left inset
shows the SEM image of the fabricated arc-shaped curved hole array excitation region as
well as the fan-shaped coupling region. The lower right inset shows the fabricated waveguide
structure. (b) The simulated dispersion relation (red line) of SPP mode for one row of metal
pillars.

A special phase-matching technique is needed to couple free-space THz radiation to excite the
SPPs. This is because the propagation constant of the SPPs is greater than the wave vector in the
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dielectric, resulting in a mismatch between them [1]. Periodic subwavelength hole arrays on a
thin metal are often used to excite SPPs. The periodic hole array provides additional wave vector
components for the incident wave, so that the wave vector matching condition can be satisfied
[47,48]. In this paper, we use an arc-shaped curved hole array to achieve high coupling efficiency
[46], as shown in the lower left inset of Fig. 1(a). The innermost and outermost radii of the
curved hole arrays are 2220 µm and 3820 µm, respectively, and the width of each array is 40 µm
wide. The center angle of the curved holes is 60° and the period along the radial direction is
400 µm. The curved hole arrays are divided into smaller holes by metal strips with a spacing of
50 µm and a center angle of 5°. In addition, the centers of all curved holes coincide with the first
pillar of the waveguide to obtain high coupling efficiency. The excited SPPs are coupled to the
waveguide through a fan-shaped funnel structure consisting of pillars with decreasing periods
[24,49].
To eliminate the interference with free-space THz waves, a linearly polarized THz wave with
its polarization direction parallel to the x-axis is focused from the bottom side of the sample to
the hole array in the z-direction.
One unit cell is calculated using the eigenmode solver of the commercial software CST
Microwave Studio to evaluate the dispersion property of the waveguide. In numerical modeling,
one unit cell of the periodic structure is considered using periodic boundary conditions and the
phase in ϕ is varied from 0° to 180° (with a step of 10°) along the x direction of propagation.
The values of kx are obtained based on kx = ϕ×π/(180×p). The bottom of the waveguide and
the pillars are modeled as perfect electrical conductors, which is applicable for metals in the
microwave and THz regimes [22–24]. Figure 1(b) presents the simulated dispersion curve of
the propagating SPP mode, which approaches the light line for low frequencies and reaches a
horizontal frequency limit at the edge (kx =π/p) of the first Brillouin zone, typical of a plasmonic
character. As depicted in the figure, in the first Brillouin region, as the frequency increases
from ∼ 0.4 THz to ∼ 0.7 THz, the kx of the SPP mode becomes larger than that of the light line
(the dashed black line), which indicates that the waveguide has good field confinement. In this
dispersion relation of the SPP mode, we define the frequency at which the dispersion curve of
the propagating SPP mode is separated from the light line as the band-edge frequency, and the
frequency at which the group velocity approaches zero as the cutoff frequency.
A two-step process is employed to fabricate high-quality waveguide structures. First, optical
lithography and deep reactive ion etching techniques are used to obtain the basic waveguide
structure on a 4-inch silicon wafer. In the second process, a 200-nm-thick gold film metallization
of the chips is then conducted in a gold sputter coater. The thickness of gold is selected based on
the penetration depth of the THz wave in the metal. The insets of Fig. 1(a) show the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of the fabricated excitation area, the funnel structure, and the
domino waveguide section.
A fiber-coupled SNTM is used to characterize the near-field distribution above the waveguide
surface, as described in detail elsewhere [22,23,46]. THz waves are generated by a femtosecond
fiber laser operating at 1550 nm and detected by a near-field probe based on low-temperaturegrown GaAs. The sample is located between the probe and a THz lens. In order to excite SPPs
effectively, THz waves are irradiated vertically on the excitation region of the sample through a
THz lens with a focal length of 100 mm. As the excited SPPs propagate along the waveguide,
the probe collects the electrical field information at a distance of 100 µm above the sample
surface. The probe is mounted on a 2-dimensional translation detector and moved in the x- and
y-directions in steps of 200 µm.
2.1.

Bending loss of curved spoof SPP waveguides

Bends, which are used for connecting one waveguide with another, are very important in integrated
optical circuits [50]. In order to study the bending loss of curved waveguides, 90-degree curved
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bends with different radii R = 200, 900, 1600, and 2300 µm are designed and fabricated [Figs.
2(a)–2(d)]. The metallic pillars at the curved portion are set to rotate around the center with an
angle of θ to maintain periodicity, where θ = (180×p)/(R×π). In all cases, the structures contain
up to 70 periods, and the straight parts of the channel are slightly adjusted in the bends in order to
conform to the curved geometry. All the components are designed and simulated using the time
domain solver of CST. As the source, a plane wave is irradiated vertically on the excitation region
of the sample from the bottom side to excite the SPPs. Figures 2(e)–2(h) show the simulated
normalized power |Ez | 2 distributions with a scanning area of 5 mm × 5 mm at 0.56 THz for
different bends. Clearly, a large bending radius enables higher transmission. Figures 2(i)–2(l)
show the corresponding measured images, which are in good agreement with the simulations.

Fig. 2. Performance of bends and waveguide components. (a)-(d) SEM images of structures
corresponding to R = 200, 900, 1600, 2300 µm, respectively. (e)-(h) Simulated and (i)-(l)
experimental results for normalized power |Ez | 2 distributions corresponding to (a)-(d) in a
horizontal plane slightly above (at 100 µm) the surface of each structure at 0.56 THz. (m)
Optical image of commutator. (n) Simulated and (o) experimental results for normalized
power |Ez | 2 distributions corresponding to the commutator in (m).

In order to achieve two-dimensional integrated optical circuits, a commutator composed of two
mirrored 90° sharp bends as shown in the optical image in Fig. 2(m) is designed and simulated.
The commutator is composed of two mirrored 90° sharp bends, and the length of the straight
part is 2000 µm. Based on the above studies, it is found that a large bending radius is more
helpful for transmission of the surface wave. Considering the compactness of the structure
and also acceptable loss, we use a 90° sharp bend with R = 1600 µm as a basic element for the
commutator. The simulated and experimental results for the normalized power |Ez | 2 distributions
corresponding to the commutator at 0.56 THz are presented in Figs. 2(n) and 2(o), respectively.
As can be seen, the SPPs transmit along the waveguide and there is almost no overflow at the
bends. Therefore, the component based on 90° sharp bends is expected to accomplish wave
transmission successfully.
The numerical transmittance spectra for the four 90-degree curved bends with different radii
R = 200, 900, 1600, and 2300 µm are shown in Fig. 3(a), where a general trend of decreasing
transmittance with a decreasing radius of curvature can be observed, and the highest transmittance
of 64% is observed in the case of R = 2300 µm at 0.56 THz. The red dashed arrows in Fig. 3(a)
indicate the band-edge and cutoff frequencies predicted by CST simulations. It is important
to note that as the band approaches its cutoff frequency, the spoof SPP mode becomes more
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localized and sensitive, and the numerical result is less accurate due to the limitation of calculation
accuracy.

Fig. 3. Performance of bends. (a) Transmittance spectra and (b) bending losses as a function
of frequency for 90-degree curved bends with different R values from 200 to 2300 µm.

The bending losses as a function of frequency for four radii of bend R = 200, 900, 1600, and
2300 µm are presented in Fig. 3(b). In all four cases, the losses are high at low frequencies but
decrease as frequency increases. At low frequencies, the penetration depth of the electric field in
space is large, resulting in a large bending loss. As the frequency increases, the field confinement
is improved and the bending loss decreases. The loss is calculated as ratio of the power coupled to
the fundamental mode of the output waveguide to the input power: Loss = 10log (PInput /POutput ).
Since metal is assumed to be lossless, the only source of loss is radiation. Therefore, the bending
loss can be obtained by calculating the difference between the insertion loss of the structure and
that of a straight waveguide with the same length. The power is obtained by integrating the
longitudinal component of the Poynting vector along surface planes perpendicular to the input
and exit sides of the waveguide. The modal size δ, defined here as the transverse dimension
where the electric field amplitude has fallen to one tenth of its maximum value [19,37], is δ = 375
µm = 0.5 λ for f = 0.4 THz and δ = 225 µm = 0.41 λ for f = 0.55 THz. The two integrating regions
have the same dimensions of 800 µm × 800 µm, which are larger than the maximum modal size
to ensure the correct calculation of the power distribution.
In Fig. 4, the numerical and measured bending losses for each bend radius at 0.56 THz are
plotted as a function of R, where the measured bending loss can be as small as 1.55 dB for the
case of maximum R = 2300 µm but increases as R is reduced, being 6.45 dB for R = 200 µm. In
the measurement, most of the energy of SPPs is localized on the waveguide surface such that
the electric field component Ez is much larger than other components, and thus the intensity
of Ez can approximately represent the energy flux density. Consequently, the power of SPPs is
obtained by integrating the simulated normalized power |Ez | 2 near the input and output ports
of the waveguides. Experimental results are normalized by the transmitted power measured in
the straight section to eliminate the influence of propagation loss, which is about 1.06 dB/mm.
A deterioration of the measured loss values compared to simulation can be attributed to the
fabrication error and actual metallic loss neglected in simulation.
2.2.

Coupling characteristics of curved spoof SPP waveguides

Curved waveguide forms an essential part of an integrated system and therefore its coupling with
another waveguide is of great concern from an application point of view. In this subsection, we
further discuss the coupling characteristics of curved spoof SPP waveguides.
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Fig. 4. Simulated (red circles) and measured (black circles) bending losses as a function of
R at 0.56 THz.

The structure diagrams of two systems under consideration are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
for bend-straight waveguides and bend-bend waveguides, respectively. There are two sections
for each system, and the unit size and material for all waveguides are the same. The first part
comprises two parallel straight waveguides similar to those discussed in the previous subsection.
The gap between them is g and the length of the parallel section is L. Following the first part, for
the bend-straight waveguides in Fig. 5(a), a 90° curved waveguide with radius R and a straight
waveguide are connected respectively to the two straight waveguides to separate the waves. For
the bend-bend waveguides in Fig. 5(b), two 90° curved waveguides are connected to the first
part. In the second curved part, Cartesian coordinate systems are established along the tangential
(x-axis) and radial (y-axis) directions of the curved waveguide connected to waveguide 1, as
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
The coupling between two waveguides is affected by the distance between them. In the curved
portion, the distance between the two waveguides increases with the propagation distance of
the SPPs. To investigate the effect of changes of g on the coupling of the two waveguides, the
supermode approach is applied for analysis. When two identical waveguides are close to each
other, there are two supermodes supported by the entire structure. In Fig. 5(c), the propagation
constants of the even mode (kxe ) and the odd mode (kxo ) as a function of frequency for different
values of g varied from 80 to 280 µm are displayed. The left inset shows the normalized electric
distributions (Ez ) of the two modes in the yz cross section with g = 80 µm at 0.62 THz. The
difference in propagation constants kx between these two supermodes at the same frequency will
lead to a phase difference. After the SPPs have propagated a certain distance, the accumulated
phase difference reaches a value of π, and the mode power will be shifted completely from one
waveguide to the other in the case of identical waveguide geometries. The length corresponding
to this π phase shift is defined as the coupling length, which can be expressed as Lc =π/(kxe - kxo ).
As can be seen from Fig. 5(d), the difference in kx between the two supermodes decreases as g
increases and reduces almost to zero when g = 280 µm at 0.62 THz. At this point, we will assume
that there is no coupling between the two waveguides, and this distance between them is defined
as the maximum coupling distance gmax . The electric field distribution for this case is shown in
the right inset of Fig. 5(c).
The line connecting the farthest coupling point to the center of the curved waveguide has an
angle with respect to the y-axis, and the angles are marked as αi and αj in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b),
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Fig. 5. Curved waveguide geometries and analysis. Structures of (a) bend-straight
waveguides and (b) bend-bend waveguides. (c) Dispersion relation of even and odd
supemodes for waveguides with varying g. The left inset shows normalized electric
component (EZ ) distributions in the yz cross section for even (upper left) and odd modes
(lower left) supported by two parallel waveguides with g = 80 µm at 0.62 THz. The inset
on the right indicates the electric field at g = 280 µm. (d) The difference in kx between two
supermodes as a function of g from 80 to 280 µm at 0.62 THz.

respectively. When αi and αj are small, the curved waveguides can be approximated as inclined
waveguides making an angle with the x-axis. For the bend-straight waveguides and bend-bend
waveguides, the angles can be obtained from simple geometry, respectively, as:
θi =
θj =

αi
2
αj
2

−g)
= 12 arccos R−(gmax
R

= 12 arccos 2R−(g2Rmax −g) .

(1)

Therefore, the distances between the two waveguides at arbitrary abscissa values xi and xj for the
two systems can be written as:
gi = g + xi tanθ i
gj = g + 2xj tanθ j .

(2)

By substituting (2) into the coupling coefficient between parallel optical waveguides [44], the
coupling coefficients of the two systems can be expressed as:
Ki = K0 exp(−pxi tanθ i ),

(3)
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(4)

where p2 = β2 − n20 k2 , β is the propagation constant of a single waveguide and k = 2π/λ. K 0 is
the coupling coefficient between two parallel optical waveguides with a distance g, according to
the coupled-mode theory:
π
π
Lc =
=
,
(5)
kxe − kxo 2K0
kxe − kxo
.
(6)
2
For bend-straight waveguides, by substituting (3) into the coupling equations for two parallel
waveguides, the coupling equations can be expressed as:
K0 = ∆k =

dA1
dx
dA2
dx

= −jK0 A2 exp(−pxi tanθ i )
= −jK0 A1 exp(−pxi tanθ i ),

(7)

where A1 and A2 are the field amplitudes. The output powers from waveguides 1 and 2 are,
respectively:
n
o
K0
Pi1 = cos2 p tan
θi [1 − exp(−pxi tan θ i )]
o
n
(8)
K0
Pi2 = sin2 p tan
[1
−
exp(−px
tan
θ
)]
.
i
i
θi
Similarly, for bend-bend waveguides, the output powers from waveguides 1 and 2 are, respectively:
n
o
Pj1 = cos2 2p Ktan0 θj [1 − exp(−2pxj tan θ j )]
n
o
(9)
Pj2 = sin2 2p Ktan0 θj [1 − exp(−2pxj tan θ j )] .
According to the above formulas, for two-coupled curved waveguide systems with L = 0 µm,
g = 80 µm and R = 2300 µm, the normalized output powers from waveguides 1 and 2 as a function
of xi and xj at 0.62 THz can be obtained as in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). The red dotted lines represent
the values of the normalized output powers from the two waveguides when the propagation
distances of the SPPs are large enough in the two systems. At this point, for the bend-straight
waveguides, as can be seen from Fig. 6(a), 30% of the energy in waveguide 1 is coupled into
waveguide 2, and the remaining 70% of the energy remains to propagate in waveguide 1. For the
bend-bend waveguides, the maximum coupling distance can be achieved by a shorter propagation
distance of the SPPs, resulting in only 16% of the energy being coupled into waveguide 2, as
shown in Fig. 6(c).
In order to verify the above theoretical analysis, the two systems discussed above are simulated.
Waveguide 1 is connected to the SPP source. Since part of the energy in waveguide 1 is coupled
into waveguide 2 through the curved portion, suitable lengths of the parallel sections Li and Lj
for the two systems are needed to ensure that the SPPs can be completely coupled into waveguide
2. The normalized output powers of two parallel waveguides as a function of L are shown in
Figs. 6(b) and 6(d), where the red dotted lines are consistent with those in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c),
respectively, from which Li and Lj can be obtained. The section lengths L are calculated to be
780 µm for the bend-straight waveguides and 910 µm for the bend-bend waveguides, which are
set to be equal to the distances of eight and nine metal pillars, respectively.
The bend-straight waveguides and bend-bend waveguides are fabricated as illustrated in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) to verify the numerical analysis. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the simulated
normalized power |Ez | 2 distributions at 0.62 THz for the two directional couplers, respectively.
Obviously, the SPPs in waveguide 1 are completely coupled into waveguide 2, which indicates
that the directional couplers based on 90° sharp bends can accomplish successful wave coupling.
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Fig. 6. Normalized powers for (a) bend-straight waveguides and (c) bend-bend waveguides
as a function of propagation distance at 0.62 THz. The red dotted lines indicate the output
powers from the curved portion when the propagation distances of the SPPs are large enough.
(b) and (d) The normalized output powers of two parallel waveguides as a function of L.
In all cases, the black solid and red dashed lines represent the normalized powers from
waveguides 1 and 2, respectively.

Figures 7(e) and 7(f) show the corresponding measured images, which are in good agreement
with the simulations. In Figs. 7(g) and 7(h), the simulated and experimental cross-sectional
normalized power distributions are displayed at the end of the coupling regions (line x = 4 mm) as
indicated by the dotted lines in the corresponding figures of Figs. 7(c)–7(f) and also the values
of the x-coordinates. For the recorded cross-sectional field distributions, the fields are strongly
concentrated in waveguides 2 near y = -0.5 mm for bend-straight waveguides and y = -0.7 mm
for bend-bend waveguides, and the field amplitudes decay quickly to almost zero away from
waveguides 1. The excellent coupling performance of this component is thus fully corroborated.
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Fig. 7. Performance of directional couplers. (a) and (b) SEM images of structures
corresponding to bend-straight waveguides and bend-bend waveguides, respectively. (c) and
(d) Simulated and (e) and (f) experimental results for normalized power |Ez | 2 distributions
corresponding to (a) and (b) in a horizontal plane slightly above (at 100 µm) the surface
of each structure at 0.62 THz. (g) and (h) Simulated and experimental cross-sectional
normalized power distributions at the end of the coupling regions (line x = 4 mm) in (c)-(f).

3.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the transmittance, bending loss, and coupling performance of curved THz spoof
SPP waveguide are investigated both in simulation and experiment. In the case of curved
waveguides with a radius from 200 to 2300 µm, bending losses of 1.55 dB are obtained at 0.56
THz when the radius is 2300 µm. Based on this, a commutator is demonstrated to be able to
accomplish wave transmission successfully. Furthermore, couplings of bend-straight waveguide
and bend-bend waveguide are analyzed by coupled mode theory and verified by experiments.
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Complete directional power coupling is shown to be realized in a system composed of the correct
sections of a straight waveguide and a curved waveguide. We believe that the results achieved here
will be very promising for routing THz waves at planar surfaces and form important components
in future integrated plasmonic systems.
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